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Details of Visit:

Author: clit lover1
Location 2: Finchley Central
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 29 Nov 2012 3pm
Duration of Visit: 10 mins
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07955117724

The Premises:

Close to tube station. Shabby bed, cigarette butts and ash in the floor, etc. Not the best of places
even for a functional place. Poor really

The Lady:

Teen Sonja, I found on Purple site. Her picture looks appealing on that site, but she was nothing but
on meeting her. I would say a poor 3 on looks (I am being generous); Poor 2 on attitude (again
generous); and poor 2 on body type (generous again). Just poor everything to sum up then. Had a
tummy and was yawning like hell!!

The Story:

I called and asked: Is rimming on me included in the price? Ans: Yes. Anal on you? Ans:Yes;
French Kissing? Ans: Yes.
All crap!

She was useless, utterly useless. Could not speak English, but that's OK as it's the universal
language of sex, lust and love she needs to be speaking in this game.
I suggested the rim on me, but had no chance of getting that in hell! kissing? Forget it.

I sucked her nipples to get something going! Forget it!
Got hard, on with the Mac and started shagging in normal missionary, but there was no reaction. In
fact my Johnny Thomas popped out and I could not be bothered with getting him back in. I wanked
myself off in the mac, outside her pussy (in fact walking out would have been better)
Got dressed and left. Waste of 40 quid.

Gents, Friends and brothers, Please do not go and see this so called woman. Please don't, I beg
you please don't. You won't be happy and you will regret it! She is a total idiot and a waste of time!
She is Hungarian. Now I am sure there are some nice, hot and sexy Hungarian working girls out
there, but this one is NOT a good example. I am beginning to seriously consider not seeing a
Hungarian girl ever again (this was my second and the first was poor, but NOT this POOR).

In fact I won't visit Hungarian girl again!
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I implore you again gents, please don't go and see this girl for a sexual encounter, as you will be
disappointed.

Happy Punting all, but I will stick with the establishments and good reported ones! 
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